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Batman: The Dark Knight Detective Vol. 1
Delving into the more supernatural and esoteric areas of Gotham City, the six-part storyline explores the horrific murder of one of Bruce Wayne's childhood
friends and the terrible ramifications the brutal crime has on Batman's life.

Batman The Dark Knight Detective Vol. 2
Author of the critically acclaimed, award-winning Image series Chew John Layman takes over writing duties on DC Comics' flagship titles DETECTIVE
COMICS. The Dark Knight faces a series of his deadliest enemies, including Poison Ivy, Clayface, and the Penguin, all while dealing with the Joker and the League
of Smiles as part of the events of the best-selling Bat-Family crossover "Death of the Family." Collects issues BATMAN: DETECTIVE COMICS #13-18

Detective Comics (1937-) #592
From the Batman s casebook comes the tale of an Australian aborigine who
eliminate everyone who gets in the way of his quest.

s come to Gotham in search of a stolen tribal artifactand who

s willing to

Detective Comics (2016-) #994
In these moody tales from the 1970s, Batman faces his own lonely existence while struggling against one of his earliest foes, Dr. Hugo Strange. This run also
includes the renowned "Joker Fish" story line, in which the Clown Prince of Crime comes up with his most off-the-wall scheme ever, along with the 2005
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miniseries in which The Joker runs for office with the slogan "Vote for me or I'll kill you!" Collects Detective Comics #439 and #469-476, Batman #311, Batman:
Legends of the Dark Knight #109-111, Legends of the DC Universe #26-27, Batman: Dark Detective #1-6, and a story from Batman Chronicles #19.

Batman, Broken City
Batman must confront the evil that he is responsible for creating and personal demons that have haunted him since that fateful night in Crime Alley. Plus, the Dark
Knight Detective usually works alone, but the threat of mass murder in the financial district forces him to team up with a bizarre private eye. Then, movies of death
are being filmed in Gotham-and Batman may be the next star. This and more iconic stories from the late 1980s! Collecting Detective Comics #592-600.

Batman: The Caped Crusader Vol. 3
As a new era dawns, the Batman is facing the most dangerous threat of his career! The Arkham Knight has arrived in Gotham City with an entire round table of
deadly allies, and their first encounter will leave Batman shaken to his core. After Batman's brutal battle with the Arkham Knight, things only get worse when one of
his most important allies jumps into the fray, and ends up in way over their head! Damian was so certain he could succeed against the Arkham Knight where his
father failed--and not only was he wrong, but as it turns out, the Knight has a surprising plan for the son of Batman! But when the face behind the mask is finally
revealed, we'll learn who's taken up the mantle of the Arkham Knight. What's their endgame? And what's the shocking secret that Batman never knew about a part
of his life he'd taken for granted? Unravel this thrilling mystery, as Peter J. Tomasi and artist Brad Walker continue the Detective Comics saga following the historic
1,000th issue of the longest-running comic book in North America. Collects Detective Comics #1001-1005 and a story from Detective Comics #1000.

Batman
Gotham City has endured much through its dark, twisted history, and even the cosmic changes wrought by the Crisis on Infinite Earths couldn t give the town a
fresh start the grime is in its DNA. The Crisis did, though, allow for the reintroduction of familiar foes, albeit with a fresh take on the Caped Crusader featuring a
back-to-basics approach to crime-fighting. Criminals don t always wear a colorful costumes: some just stalk the shadows with sinister plots and evil intentions. A
new threat, a fearsome assassin known as the KGBeast, is prowling the streets of Gotham City and he s out to dismantle America s Strategic Defense Initiative.
After saving the United States government, Batman must then solve the mystery of ten murdered women before the killer claims even more victims! An all-star cast
of talent, led by writer Jim Starlin (Batman: The Cult, Mystery In Space) and the dynamic art duo of Jim Aparo (The Brave and The Bold, Batman & The
Outsiders) and Mike DeCarlo (The Legion Of Super-Heroes), present Batman: The Caped Crusader Vol. 1, collecting Batman #417-425 and #430-431 and
Batman Annual #12! Don t miss out on the companion series, Batman: The Dark Knight Detective, to chronicle all of Batman s post-Crisis adventures!

Batman: The Dark Knight Detective Vol. 3
When Bruce Wayne refuses to allow illegal mindcontrol experiments to continue at Wayne Technology, he finds himself charged with being a traitor. During the
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police investigation, Wayne is forced to confront memories of the various people who trained him to become the feared Dark KnightBatman. Wayne not only
must clear himself, but also protect his secret and save his company from ruin. Batman screenwriter Sam Hamm makes his comic-book debut with BATMAN:
BLIND JUSTICE, introducing new elements to the Batman legend including the character of Henri Ducard, played by Liam Neeson in 2005s smash film Batman
Begins.

Detective Comics (1937-) #612
This is it: The Clown Prince of Crime battles the Dark Knight Detective head-to-head for the last time. And one way or another, this will be the final chapter of
their age-long conflict. The Clown Prince of Crime and the Dark Knight Detective go head-to-head for the last time. The Joker has never wanted to win before,
he's never wanted his battle with Batman to end, but now his motivation has shifted. As The Joker's plan to assemble an army materializes, the only person who
can save Batman from the brink of true madness is Harley Quinn. And while all this is happening, the villains of Gotham City are waiting out the carnage Joker has
unleashed--and Catwoman assembles an army of her own! Collects Batman #95-100.

Batman
Batman s strangest case begins as the new creative team of writer Peter J. Tomasi and artist Doug Mahnke take over DETECTIVE COMICS! Commissioner
Gordon calls in the Dark Knight Detective when there s a murder at the Gotham City Aquarium staged to look exactly like Thomas and Martha Wayne s
crime scene, right down to the Playbill and pearls. How does this bizarre homicide tie into the shadowy monster that attacks Dr. Leslie Thompkins? This creature
looks to wage a war on Batman and it s using Joker Gas to do it!

Detective Comics #1000: The Deluxe Edition
Alfred Pennyworthattacked at Wayne manor! Who’s hunting those closest to Batman? Commissioner Gordon calls in the Dark Knight Detective when there’s
a murder at the Gotham City Aquarium-staged to look exactly like Thomas and Martha Wayne’s crime scene, right down to the playbill and pearls. How does
this bizarre homicide tie into the shadowy monster that attacks Dr. Leslie Thompkins? This creature looks to wage a war on Batman-and it’s using Joker gas to
do it! Collects Detective Comics #994-999.

Batman: The Joker War
This spectacular new hardcover collects the Batman stories illustrated by Marshall Rogers, whose work helped redefine The Dark Knight as a more human hero.
Featuring bold, rich portrayals of The Joker, Clayface, Hugo Strange and The Penguin set in sweeping, gothic portrayals of Gotham City, this book includes Bruce
Wayne s love affair with Silver St. Cloud and her astonishing discovery of his alter ego.
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Legends of the Dark Knight: Norm Breyfogle Vol. 2
Presents a collection of more than 250 classic covers from the Batman comic book series.

Tales of the Batman: Steve Englehart
Batman finds himself forced to make a difficult decision when the Joker's manic run for governor coincides with the reappearance of his former girlfriend, Silver St.
Cloud.

Batman: the Dark Knight Detective Vol. 4
When a woman is found dead in the Gotham landfill, Batman's investigation leads him down a path of love, betrayal, and death causes him to reflect on his city,
his life, and himself.

Batman - Detective Comics Vol. 3: Emperor Penguin
The Joker comes back to Gotham City with a plot to kidnap Selina Kyle Bruce Wayne s girlfriend and restore her to her true self Catwoman! The
revitalized femme fatale is just the beginning of the rogues returning to plague Batman and Robin; on her heels follow the Scarecrow, the Mad Hatter and TwoFace. Writer Mike W. Barr (Batman and the Outsiders) and the dynamic art duo of Alan Davis (Justice League of America: The Nail) and Paul Neary (The
Authority) present Batman: The Dark Knight Detective Vol. 1. Collects Detective Comics #568-574 and #579-582! Don t miss out on the companion series,
Batman: The Caped Crusader.

Batman
The amazing 1000th issue of DETECTIVE COMICS is collected in this new Deluxe Edition hardcover, including a new story written by Robert Venditti with art
by Steven Segovia! This amazing collection is stacked with an unbelievable lineup of talent that will take you on a journey through Batman s past, present and
futureplus a sensational epilogue that features the first-ever DC Universe appearance of the deadly Arkham Knight! But who is under the mask? And why do they
want Batman dead? The incredible future of Batman adventures begins here!

Batman - Detective Comics Vol. 2: Arkham Knight
Victor Fries has only ever wanted one thing: to bring his wife Nora back to life in a healthy body. Now, with Lex Luthor’s aid, Victor’s wish will finally come
true. But how will Nora adjust to the new world she has missed? And how will Batman try to tear Victor’s dream away from him? This title collects Detective
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Comics #1012-1019.

Batman
This new collection of 1990s Batman stories takes the Dark Knight behind the Iron Curtain to battle the mysterious Demon. Then, the Penguin exploits a
disfigured genius for his latest evil scheme, but Batman helps turn his tech skills to the side of good. And The Joker goes on a new killing spree-but is it really the
Clown Prince of Crime, or is this a case of a copycat killer? Plus, the Riddler returns in the three-part story “Dark Knight, Dark City.” Collects Batman
#445-454, Detective Comics #615 and Batman Annual #14.

Batman: the Dark Knight Detective
Commissioner Gordon's son returns to Gotham City claiming to be cured of his psychopathy.

Batman: New Gotham Vol. 2
Batman has to outthink the unpredictable Joker, Riddler, and Penguin, as well as brand-new villains.

Legends of the Dark Knight: Marshall Rodgers
Batman must confront the evil that he is responsible for creating and personal demons that have haunted him since that fateful night in Crime Alley. Plus, the Dark
Knight Detective usually works alone, but the threat of mass murder in the financial district forces him to team up with a bizarre private eye. Then, movies of death
are being filmed in Gotham-and Batman may be the next star. This and more iconic stories from the late 1980s!

Batman: Detective Comics Vol. 4: Cold Vengeance
A part of DC Universe: Rebirth! DETECTIVE COMICS is back! Follow the adventures of Batman, the world's greatestteacher?! The Dark Knight and series costar Batwoman team up to take new proteges Red Robin, Spoiler and the villainous Clayface under their leathery wings! The only problem is, neither new superinstructor knows exactly what they're in for as the attempt to train these wiould-be heroes before a mysterious army takes Gotham for themselves. From the new
creative team of writer James Tynion (BATMAN/TMNT) and artist Eddy Barrows (MARTIAN MANHUNTER), DETECTIVE COMICS brings back the
characters you know and love and thrusts them into dangerous, new adventures! Collects DETECTIVE COMICS #934-939. Rebirth honors the richest history in
comics, while continuing to look towards the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the world's greatest superheroes, told by some of
the finest storytellers in the business. Honoring the past, protecting our present and looking towards the future. This is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the
DC Universe. The legacy continues."
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Batman: the Caped Crusader Vol. 5
The Dark Knight and Zatanna - one of the world's most powerful magicians - join forces to take on an all-new Ventriloquist, Talia al Ghul and the Riddler. But is
romance bubbling under between Batman and Zatanna?

The Black Mirror
The streets of Gotham City seemingly get darker and more twisted as each night passes over the city, if it weren t for the one beacon of hope fighting against the
darkness Batman. With a never-ending stream of villains stalking the city, can the Dark Knight hold the darkness back? While the Ventriloquist is peddling a
new designer drug called Fever, Batman sets his sights on cleaning up the streets and silencing the gangster s dummy. As the fever breaks, rats swarm out of the
sewers, marching to the commands of the mysterious Ratcatcher. Plus, can the Dark Knight survive the touch of the villainous Corrosive Man? Writers Alan Grant
(Batman: Shadow of the Bat) and John Wagner (Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight) and legendary Batman artist Norm Breyfogle (Detective Comics), present
Batman: The Dark Knight Detective Vol. 2, collecting Detective Comics #583-591 and Detective Comics Annual #1!

Batman: Dark Knight, Dark City
The classic Batman adventures featuring Robin and villains like The Joker and the Penguin! The Dark Knight Detective will travel to Japan to honor a longstanding debtone that will leave him facing off aginst the very master who trained him! The Dark Knight will also have to deal with haunting memories from his
past as he encounters the Street Demonz again, but now he's older--now he's ready to protect others. And then there's The Joker Don't miss all of these adventures
and more in Batman: The Dark Knight Detective Vol. 5, collecting Detective Comics Annual #3, and Detective Comics #612-614, #616-21.

Batman: The Caped Crusader Vol. 1
Matt Wagner's prolific run on Batman is collected in one place for the first time ever. From a mad scientist who has created a race of giant monster men to do his
bidding, to Batman encountering sinister machinations and new dimensions of wickedness as he confronts the hooded menace of the Mad Monk, there's plenty of
horror and action! Collects issues Batman #626-641 and #54 (2016), Batman and the Monster Men #1-6, Batman Black and White #3, Batman- Legends of the
Dark Knight #28-30, Batman- The Mad Monk #1-6, Detective Comics #647-649, Robin II- Joker's Wild #1 and Batman- Riddler -- The Riddle Factory.

Batman: The Dark Knight Detective Vol. 5
A feline killer is leaving a bloody trail across Gotham City, and Batman figures it must be either Catwoman, his old foe Catmanor perhaps a man-eating tiger loose
in the city. Whatever the answer, Batman must find out before more people die.
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Detective Comics (2016-) #1018
In this epic tale written by Peter Milligan (RED LANTERNS, JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK, SKREEMER), Batman is led through a labyrinthine urban maze by his
old nemesis the Riddler, who seems to have changed into an abominable monster with one purpose: to drive Batman insane. In his quest, the Riddler is working
with an occultist who has summoned a demon to stop Batman-but in the process, the Riddler himself is slowly changing into a nightmarish beast! Collects
BATMAN #452-454 and DETECTIVE COMICS #629-633.

What Is the Story of Batman?
2020 IBPA Awards Winner! The Caped Crusader. The Dark Knight. The World’s Greatest Detective. Bats. This lavish 400-page book tells the complete history
of Batman from his 1939 debut in Detective Comics to the current day. Learn secrets and see exclusive new content taken from some of Batman’s most iconic
stories and moments, from the beloved Adam West TV incarnation, legendary comics such as The Killing Joke, Christian Bale’s iconic interpretation within
Christopher Nolan’s trilogy and Kevin Conroy’s signature performance within the animated series and Arkham Asylum videogame. —The most
comprehensive history of Batman ever written. Over 400 pages detailing every incarnation of The Caped Crusader across comics, TV, animation, movies,
videogames and beyond. —Superstar Contributors. Read interviews and insights from those who have shaped The Dark Knight’s legend, including Christopher
Nolan, Mark Hamill, Tim Burton, Grant Morrison, Julie Newmar, Joel Schumacher, Scott Snyder, Frank Miller and more. —Exclusive Introductions and
Foreword. Read an exclusive introduction and foreword from two of Batman’s most beloved actors, Kevin Conroy and Michael Keaton. —Never Before Seen
Content. Taken directly from the archives of DC and Warner Bros., enjoy exclusive, unseen treasures from the 80-year history of Batman. —Critically Acclaimed.
"Comics? Check. Television? Check. Films and videogames? Double-check, chums. Over more than 400 pages, the book will have interviews, never-before-seen
photographs from feature films, animation cels, and sketches, along with a 40-page film treatment from Batman co-creator Bob Kane." - Batman-News.com

Knight Terrors
Batman: New Gotham Vol. 2 brings you the exciting follow-up to No Man’s Land! Sasha Bordeaux was hired by the board of Wayne Enterprises as the personal
bodyguard to the company’s owner, millionaire Bruce Wayne. She’s supposed to be offering him round-the-clock protection, but night after night, her
infuriating charge gives her the slip. He clearly wants to keep his activities private, but what does a superficial playboy have to hide? As Sasha gets closer to
discovering Bruce Wayne’s double life, she and Batman begin a high-stakes game of cat and mouse. If the bodyguard learns the Dark Knight’s identity, can she
be trusted to protect it? Or will the whole world learn the truth? Featuring the Mad Hatter, Superman, Two-Face and more, Batman: New Gotham Vol. 2 collects
Detective Comics #755-765 and Superman #168, from beloved writer Greg Rucka (Wonder Woman, Batwoman) and artists Shawn Martinbrough (Thief of
Thieves), Rick Burchett (Batman Adventures) and more.

Batman: Detective Comics Vol. 1: Mythology
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Batman's classic late 1980s adventures continue, with the Dark Knight against Clayface, the debut of Anaraky, and the funeral of the Penguin! In 1989, Batmania
ruled the world, thanks to Tim Burton's original Batman film! The Batman comics at the time were characterized by the high-stakes adventures from writer Alan
Grant and artist Norm Breyfogle, who added a horror tinge to Gotham City! Batman: Dark Knight Detective Vol. 4 includes the four-part "The Mud Pack," a
creepy story centered around the villainous Clayface, plus, Batman enlists the help of Etrigan, the Demon! Plus, a new vigilante named Anarky debuts, and Batman
attends the funeral ofthe Penguin? This volume also includes "Blood Secrets," a story co-written by comics superstar Mark Waid, with Batman taking on white
supremacists. Collects Detective Comics #601-611 and Detective Comics Annual #2.

Batman - Detective Comics: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 1
A beautiful collection featuring the legendary 1990s Batman comics and Detective comics! This collection ties together the tales of Batman as he faces off against
adversaries like the Queen of Hearts, King Snake and the Ghost Dragons, and the Idiot! Jumping right in as Batman and Robin earn a spot in Hero World--but the
celebration won't last long, once King Snake returns with a deadly vengence. Will the Caped Crusader be able to protect Robin? Or will King Snake finally get his
revenge? Batman heads off to Rio de Janeiro in search of the Queen of Heartsbut the enemy he's about to discover is much more sinister. Will Batman be strong
enough to defeat an enemy that aims to eat his mind? Collects Batman #466-473 and Detective Comics #639-640.

Batman
As if common criminals and thugs weren

t bad enough, now a psychic vampire stalks the streets of Gotham Cityand the Batman stalks him.

Batman
In this epic tale written by Peter Milligan (RED LANTERNS, JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK, SKREEMER), Batman is led through a labyrinthine urban maze by his
old nemesis the Riddler, who seems to have changed into an abominable monster with one purpose: to drive Batman insane. In his quest, the Riddler is working
with an occultist who has summoned a demon to stop Batman—but in the process, the Riddler himself is slowly changing into a nightmarish beast! Collects
BATMAN #452-454 and DETECTIVE COMICS #629-633.

Batman
Of all the mayhem and madness that “City of Bane” visited upon Batman’s world, the death of Alfred Pennyworth had the greatest impact. As Bruce struggles
to pick up the pieces of his life, the absence of the man who had always helped him is felt with devastating consequences. With new storm clouds brewing on the
horizon, does Bruce Wayne have what it takes to honor his dearest friend’s memory?

Detective Comics Annual (2018-) #3
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In the aftermath of “City of Bane,” the Dark Knight has found himself cold, alone, and missing one of the very foundations of his life as both Bruce Wayne and
the Batman. But personal problems will have to wait-a mysterious series of deaths have been peppered throughout Gotham and it seems an element of the
supernatural is at play in the form of a monstrous pagan spirit. Can Batman silence the demons within to stop the killing? Or will this silent night be for keeps?

Detective Comics (1937-) #591
Someone is targeting Batman s allies in Gotham young and untested heroes who model themselves after the Dark Knight but don t yet have his training or
resources. With the help of Batwoman, the Caped Crusader recruits these young vigilantes, training them to be a team worthy of Gotham s biggest threats. Red
Robin, Spoiler, Orphan and Clayface are the first heroes to get recruited. But can a team inspired by Batman and trained by Batwoman take on an entire antivigilante army? Or will Batman s vision of a team of Bat-Heroes go down in flames? Called The single strongest book of DC s Rebirth era by Newsarama,
DETECTIVE COMICS features acclaimed writer James Tynion IV (DARK DAYS: THE FORGE) and artists Eddy Barrows (JUSTICE LEAGUE OF
AMERICA), Alvaro Martinez (BATMAN AND ROBIN ETERNAL) and more. Collects the first two volumes of the critically acclaimed series, issues #934-949.

Detective Comics 1
Who HQ brings you the stories behind the most beloved characters of our time. His aliases include the Caped Crusader, the Dark Knight, and World's Greatest
Detective, but he's best known as Batman, and he's leaping from the night sky onto the page in this fun biography. Bruce Wayne, a wealthy American
philanthropist and business owner, and Batman, his crime-fighting alter ego, have been entertaining audiences since 1939. The character was so popular after
appearing in Detective Comics that DC Comics decided to give Batman a comic book of his own. In doing so, they created one of the company's most successful
franchises. Author Michael Burgan details the history of Batman--from his tragic origin story and his infamous arch enemies--to his iconic depictions in television
and movies throughout the years. This book shows readers why this superhero with no superpowers is so beloved around the world.

Legends of the Dark Knight: Matt Wagner
A collection of the Detective Comics works of acclaimed artist Norm Breyfogle and writer Alan Grant! This volume of the LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT
series focuses on the DETECTIVE COMICS stories from acclaimed artist Norm Breyfogle and writer Alan Grant. Featuring the Dark Knight's conflicts with
Anarky, The Joker, the Scarecrow and the seeming death of the Penguin, this unbelievable hardcover edition is a must-have for any 1980s Bat-fans! This volume
collects DETECTIVE COMICS #608-621 and BATMAN #455-459.
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